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After orphan Teru Kurebayashi loses her beloved older brother, she finds solace
in the messages she exchanges with DAISY, an enigmatic figure who can only
be reached through the cell phone her brother left her. Meanwhile, mysterious
Tasuku Kurosaki always seems to be around whenever Teru needs help. Could
DAISY be a lot closer than Teru thinks? One day at school, Teru accidentally
breaks a window and agrees to pay for it by helping Kurosaki with chores around
school. Kurosaki is an impossible taskmaster though, and he also seems to be
hiding something important from Teru... -- VIZ Media
Lara Jean’s letter-writing days aren’t over in this follow-up to the bestselling To
All the Boys I’ve Loved Before and P.S. I Still Love You. Soon to be a major
motion picture coming to Netflix in 2021—the first two movies in the series are
streaming now! Lara Jean is having the best senior year a girl could ever hope
for. She is head over heels in love with her boyfriend, Peter; her dad’s finally
getting remarried to their next door neighbor, Ms. Rothschild; and Margot’s
coming home for the summer just in time for the wedding. But change is looming
on the horizon. And while Lara Jean is having fun and keeping busy helping plan
her father’s wedding, she can’t ignore the big life decisions she has to make.
Most pressingly, where she wants to go to college and what that means for her
relationship with Peter. She watched her sister Margot go through these growing
pains. Now Lara Jean’s the one who’ll be graduating high school and leaving for
college and leaving her family—and possibly the boy she loves—behind. When
your heart and your head are saying two different things, which one should you
listen to?
Yusaku Godai is suffering while Maison Ikkoku’s lovely resident manager, Kyoko
Otonashi,gives him the cold shoulder. He’s been dating Kozue Nanao, and as a
starving college student Yusaku enjoys the free dinner her family provides him
twice a week. Yusaku knows he needs to end things with Kozue if he ever hopes
to get back into Kyoko’s good graces... -- VIZ Media
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He opened his eyes as she stepped into the bath. She had lit a lamp but turned
the wick low. She was black with silvery glints of mica, and her hair was twisted
up and pinned. She washed with a sponge and cloth, watching in a full-length
mirror not in admiration but because fine coal dust had insinuated itself
completely into the pores of her skin. As she washed she progressed from ebony
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to blue, and from blue to olive, like a watercolour turning to a lighter colour...
Rose said, 'What's your name? You know mine, I don't know yours.' 'Blair.'
'You're a bastard, Mr Blair.' Roseis a searing love story, a gripping adventure and
a haunting mystery. It is the story of Jonathan Blair, an American adventurer cast
adrift in Victorian England who must travel north to solve the mysterious
disappearance of a young cleric... and confront his own heart of darkness...
The Familiar Volume 1 Wherein the cat is found . . . The Familiar Volume 2
Wherein the cat is hungry . . . The Familiar Volume 3 Wherein the cat is blind . . .
Released for the summer from the perils of school, Xanther and her nameless cat
are settling into a comfortable routine at home. However, the rest of the Ibrahim
family is growing more and more unsettled. Astair fears their stretched finances
are already at a breaking point. Not even a visit from an old friend can mitigate
Anwar’s feeling that he’s failing to support those he loves and that even worse
things are to come. The twins, Freya and Shasti, sense something too and blame
their older sister. Honeysuckles haunt the air and smell of offerings . . .
Meanwhile, Cas and Bobby’s survival may depend on facing the one person
they fear most. And on the other side of the world, Jingjing and Tian Li set out to
find what was lost: their missing cat. With spectacular visuals and the vibrant
wordplay that are his trademark, The Familiar (Volume 3) is a beautiful and
singular reading experience that could come only from the imagination of Mark Z.
Danielewski. THE FAMILIAR continues The Familiar Volume 4 Wherein the cat is
toothless . . . The Familiar Volume 5 Wherein the cat is named . . .
During their journey Chamka and Takiko come upon a burning house. Chamka
tries to save a young girl's life and demonstrates his special power: to freeze
things in ice! The effort weakens Chamka however, and he must stay in the
village to recuperate. The girl's family offers shelter, but her father sells Chamka
out to the bandits who are hunting him. That's when Limdo reenters the picture...
-- VIZ Media
Dear Friend, This book teaches you the hidden secrets to completely understand
women. It covers both the dating world and long term relationships. You will learn
how to meet and date the type of women you've always dreamed of. The best
part is you can do this while remaining who you truly are inside. The book
teaches you how to create sexual attraction in women & get women to chase &
pursue you! It takes you step by step with easy to follow instructions. You will be
able to meet women anytime, anyplace, & anywhere...this will give you choice
with women. Whether you are single & searching or already with your dream
lady, my book has the secrets most men will never know about women.
Leaving her New Jersey hometown for New York City's Columbia University, Jessica Darling
finds her life on the upswing, until she lands an internship at an ultra-hip Brooklyn-based
magazine, and she is torn between three very different men.
A comprehensive profile book of the hit series Vampire Knight! Reads R to L (Japanese Style),
for T+ audiences. Can't get enough of Vampire Knight? Delve into the world of your favorite
vampires with this official fanbook filled with insider information about the hit series. Includes a
Cross Academy student ID card, glossy color pages, character design sketches, storyboards
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and an exclusive interview with Vampire Knight creator Matsuri Hino!
Another woman has kissed Night, reinitializing his system to accept her as his new girlfriend.
Riiko hunts down the apartment where Night is staying with his new lady, frantic to find him
before he is fully "imprinted" and she loses her chance with him forever. -- VIZ Media
One of Grant Morrison's most controversial and trippiest and abstract comic book titles! Follow
the adventures of The Invisibles, a secret organization out to battle against physical and
psychic oppression brought upon humanity by the interdimensional alien gods of the Archons
of Outer Church! Collects THE INVISIBLES #1-12, ABSOLUTE VERTIGO #1.
Arata Hinohara’s greatest foes, the Six Sho, have challenged him at every step on his quest.
This has now led to a potentially deadly confrontation between one of the most powerful of the
Six Sho, Ameeno, and Ameeno’s son, Nasake, one of Hinohara’s most loyal companions. Yet
this is only the prelude to a devastating attack from yet another quarter that, to Hinohara’s
amazement, echoes historical events from the modern world! -- VIZ Media
"A great book to read on a hot night." -Kelly Akemann, This Wacky Momma Reads! Zoe Cain
knows that Grant Evertide is way out of her league. So naturally, she kisses him. Out of spite.
Not only is Grant her brother’s number-one nemesis, but he has zero interest in being tied
down to one girl. She’s shocked—and secretly thrilled—when they start spending more time
together. Zoe’s brother claims Grant is trying to make her his “Ringer,” an oh-so-charming
tradition where a popular guy dates a non-popular girl until he hooks up with her, then dumps
her. Zoe threatens to neuter Grant with hedge clippers if he's lying but Grant swears he isn’t
trying to trick her. Still, that doesn’t mean Grant is the commitment type—even if winning a bet
is on the line. Disclaimer: This Entangled Teen Crush book contains multiple PDAs, afterschool detentions, and gambling on the side. Warning: betting on a boyfriend is bad for your
health. Each book in the Boyfriend Chronicles series is STANDALONE: * Blackmail Boyfriend *
The Boyfriend Bet * Boomerang Boyfriend
Survival Of The Species Escorted about the facilities of the C-Project laboratories like the prize
Mikage breeding-stock she is, Ceres uses the existence of Tôya's child, now thriving inside
her, to taunt the monomaniacal Kagami. An outraged Kagami tries to kill Ceres, but will
another's sacrifice be enough to protect this "First Mother" of all Celestial Maidens? Aya,
initially horrified by Ceres' claim to be "no different" than her relative, Kagami, eventually
receives from Ceres the truth--about the past, about how things really were between her and
the Progenitor...and about the shocking nature of the mysterious ten'nyo or "celestial maidens"
themselves. -- VIZ Media
Bookshop owner Penelope Thornton-McClure and her ghostly companion must solve the case
of a literary killer in this Haunted Bookshop mystery from Cleo Coyle, writing as Alice Kimberly.
Pen has just received an extremely rare collection of Edgar Allan Poe’s complete works.
Rumor has it a secret code, trapped within the books’ leather-bound pages, leads to buried
treasure. Well, it looks like they got the buried part right—because, as Pen sells off the valuable
volumes, everyone who buys...dies. Once these books go missing from their owners’ cold
hands, Pen will need resident ghost and hard-boiled P.I. Jack Shepard to help crack the case.
The police are skeptical that the deaths involved foul play—so it’s up to them to unravel these
shocking endings...

Physically drained after surviving his first trip to Psyren, Ageha's psionic powers begin
to awaken! Newly reunited with his formerly missing friend Amamiya, now Ageha must
meet with a PSI mentor who holds key information about the terrifying rules of the
Psyren game! -- VIZ Media
Activate him with a kiss. Go all the way, and he's yours forever. Rejected way too many
times by good-looking (and unattainable) guys, shy Riiko Izawa goes online and signs
up for a free trial of a mysterious Nightly Lover "figure." The very next day, a cute naked
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guy is delivered to her door, and he wants to be her boyfriend! Has Riiko died and gone
to heaven? The cute guy turns out to be sweet, smart, a great cook, and lots more. And
he looks like a million bucks, which is what he's going to cost Riiko if she doesn't return
him in time...
"One of the most momentous debuts in years: A transcendent novel that strikes a deep
emotional chord, My Absolute Darling combines a page-turning female survival story,
an arresting use of language, and a heart-wrenchingly powerful redemptive arc"-Updated with a brand-new selection of desserts and treats, the fully illustrated Sally's
Baking Addiction cookbook offers more than 80 scrumptious recipes for indulging your
sweet tooth—featuring a chapter of healthier dessert options, including some vegan and
gluten-free recipes. It's no secret that Sally McKenney loves to bake. Her popular blog,
Sally's Baking Addiction, has become a trusted source for fellow dessert lovers who are
also eager to bake from scratch. Sally's famous recipes include award-winning Salted
Caramel Dark Chocolate Cookies, No-Bake Peanut Butter Banana Pie, delectable Dark
Chocolate Butterscotch Cupcakes, and yummy Marshmallow Swirl S'mores Fudge.
Find tried-and-true sweet recipes for all kinds of delicious: Breads & Muffins Breakfasts
Brownies & Bars Cakes, Pies & Crisps Candy & Sweet Snacks Cookies Cupcakes
Healthier Choices With tons of simple, easy-to-follow recipes, you get all of the sweet
with none of the fuss! Hungry for more? Learn to create even more irresistible sweets
with Sally’s Candy Addiction and Sally’s Cookie Addiction.
On the planet Hera, female supremacists have taken power and implemented a societal
order based on femdom. All men are reduced to slaves serving their female
superiors.In this volume of 'The Ladies of Hera' we follow a couple, Tara and Luke, in
the aftermath of the female supremacist power grab. Both view this event initially in a
very negative light, but with time Tara learns the new order has its advantages. This will
have severe consequences for Luke.For mature readers only. This is a Femdom
themed book containing descriptions of males being brutally whipped and caned,
subjected to bondage and humiliation, and reduced to slavery in a world of absolute
female dominance.
Whatever You've Done, Whoever You Are Reunited with her beloved in both passion
and purpose, Aya decides to join Tôya in the quest for his real memories. A visit to an
island where Aya spent a summer in childhood promises one of their first real leads to
that end--turns out Aya and Tôya met long before, back when she was a little girl with a
seashell, and when he...looked just exactly the same as he does now! Despite not
knowing who or even what Tôya may be, the two decide to travel back to kindly Doctor
Kurozuka in Niigata Prefecture to make a life for themselves there. But Kagami is still
on the hunt for Ceres' hagoromo, and is in fact even closer to it than ever before. For
every great advance, there must be an equally great sacrifice--how will Chidori figure
into it? -- VIZ Media
A New York Times Bestseller A New York Times Book Review Editors’ Choice The
“highly evocative, deeply moving” true account of the extraordinary life and brutal
death of Mildred Harnack, the American leader of one of the largest underground
resistance groups in Germany during WWII—“a stunning literary achievement” (Kai
Bird, author of The Outlier and co-author of Pulitzer Prize-winning American
Prometheus) Born and raised in Milwaukee, Mildred Harnack was twenty-six when she
enrolled in a PhD program in Germany and witnessed the meteoric rise of the Nazi
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party. In 1932, she began holding secret meetings in her apartment—a small band of
political activists that by 1940 had grown into the largest underground resistance group
in Berlin. She recruited working-class Germans into the resistance, helped Jews
escape, plotted acts of sabotage, and collaborated in writing leaflets that denounced
Hitler and called for revolution. Her coconspirators circulated through Berlin under the
cover of night, slipping the leaflets into mailboxes, public restrooms, phone booths.
When the first shots of the Second World War were fired, she became a spy, couriering
top-secret intelligence to the Allies. On the eve of her escape to Sweden, she was
ambushed by the Gestapo. At a Nazi military court, a panel of five judges sentenced
her to six years at a prison camp, but Hitler overruled the decision and ordered her
execution. On February 16, 1943, she was strapped to a guillotine and beheaded.
Historians identify Mildred Harnack as the only American in the leadership of the
German resistance, yet her remarkable story has remained almost unknown until now.
Harnack’s great-great-niece Rebecca Donner draws on her extensive archival
research in Germany, Russia, England, and the U.S. as well as newly uncovered
documents in her family archive to produce this astonishing work of narrative nonfiction.
Fusing elements of biography, real-life political thriller, and scholarly detective story,
Donner brilliantly interweaves letters, diary entries, notes smuggled out of a Berlin
prison, survivors’ testimony, and a trove of declassified intelligence documents into a
powerful, epic story, reconstructing the moral courage of an enigmatic woman nearly
erased by history.
After finding a mysterious book, Miaka and her friend Yui are transported to a strange
world that is reminiscent of ancient China, where they befriend seven Celestial Warriors
and try to return home through the help of the god Suzaku.
From breakout author Monica Murphy comes the exhilarating conclusion to Drew and
Fable’s story—the star-crossed young romance that began in One Week Girlfriend.
Lost. Everything in my life can be summed up by that one sickening word. My football
coach blames me for our season-ending losses. So does the rest of the team. I wasted
two whole months drowning in my own despair, like a complete loser. And I lost my
girlfriend—Fable Maguire, the only girl who ever mattered—because I was afraid that
being with me would only hurt her. But now I realize that I’m the one who’s truly lost
without her. And even though she acts like she’s moved on and everything’s fine, I
know she still thinks about me just as much as I think about her. I know her too well.
She’s so damn vulnerable, all I want to do is be there to help her . . . to hold her . . . to
love her. I just need her to give me one more chance. We may be lost without each
other, but together, we’re destined to find a love that lasts forever. BONUS: This
edition includes an excerpt from Monica Murphy's Three Broken Promises.
Rejected way too many times by good-looking (and unattainable) guys, shy Riiko Izawa
goes online and signs up for a free trial of a mysterious Nightly Lover "figure." The very
next day, a cute naked guy is delivered to her door, and he wants to be her boyfriend!
Has Riiko died and gone to heaven? The cute guy turns out to be sweet, smart, a great
cook, and lots more. And he looks like a million bucks, which is what he's going to cost
Riiko if she doesn't return him in time... -- VIZ Media
The New York Times bestseller from the founder of Oh She Glows "Angela Liddon
knows that great cooks depend on fresh ingredients. You'll crave every recipe in this
awesome cookbook!" —Isa Chandra Moskowitz, author of Isa Does It "So many things I
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want to make! This is a book you'll want on the shelf." —Sara Forte, author of The
Sprouted Kitchen A self-trained chef and food photographer, Angela Liddon has spent
years perfecting the art of plant-based cooking, creating inventive and delicious recipes
that have brought her devoted fans from all over the world. After struggling with an
eating disorder for a decade, Angela vowed to change her diet — and her life — once and
for all. She traded the low-calorie, processed food she'd been living on for whole,
nutrient-packed vegetables, fruits, nuts, whole grains, and more. The result? Her
energy soared, she healed her relationship with food, and she got her glow back, both
inside and out. Eager to share her realization that the food we put into our bodies has a
huge impact on how we look and feel each day, Angela started a blog,
ohsheglows.com, which is now an Internet sensation and one of the most popular
vegan recipe blogs on the web. This is Angela's long-awaited debut cookbook, with a
trasure trove of more than 100 moutherwatering, wholesome recipes — from revamped
classics that even meat-eaters will love, to fresh and inventive dishes — all packed with
flavor. The Oh She Glows Cookbook also includes many allergy-friendly recipes — with
more than 90 gluten-free recipes — and many recipes free of soy, nuts, sugar, and
grains, too! Whether you are a vegan, "vegan-curious," or you simply want to eat
delicious food that just happens to be healthy, too, this cookbook is a must-have for
anyone who longs to eat well, feel great, and simply glow!
In a world where humans and gods coexist, Arata is the unfortunate successor to the
matriarchal Hime Clan--unfortunate because if he's not cross-dressing to hide his
gender one minute, he's fleeing for his life the next! When Arata winds up in the modern
world and switches places with a boy named Arata Hinohara, it's a wonder which
Arata's actually better off... Hinohara is the spitting image of Arata, so he suddenly finds
himself fighting people after his life! As he navigates through this foreign world filled
with power-hungry warriors, who will come to his aid? One thing's for sure--it's not easy
being Arata! -- VIZ Media
Shy high school student Riko Izawa aches for a boyfriend but guys just won't look her
way. Then one day she signs up for a three-day trial of a mysterious "lover figurine,"
and the next thing she knows, a cute naked guy is delivered to her doorstep--and he
wants to be her boyfriend! Has Riko died and gone to heaven? The cute naked guy
turns out to be smart, super nice, stylish and a gourmet chef. Plus, he looks like a
million bucks¿. Trouble is, that's about what he's going to cost Riko because she didn't
return him in time!
"Not only is the costumed crimefighter "Empowered" saddled with a less-than-ideal
superhero name, but she wears a skintight and cruelly revealing "supersuit" that only
magnifies her body-image insecurities. Worse yet, the suit's unreliable powers are
prone to failure, repeatedly leaving her in appallingly distressing situations-- and giving
her a shameful reputation as the lamest "cape" in the masks-and-tights
business"--Page 4 of cover.
Riko aches for a boyfriend, but nobody is interested, so she orders a mysterious "lover
figurine," and soon a naked young man who wants to be her boyfriend is delivered to
her doorstep.
Hi, I'm Jordyn. I flew from New York to Culver City, CA to interview for the job of a
lifetime.When I walked into The Bookstore, I only wanted a steamy romance or two to
help pass the time before my big meeting.I walked out with a gorgeous and sweet,
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cinnamon roll who was more funny and charming than all of my favorite book
boyfriends combined, which definitely wasn't the plan.But Mike was irresistible, and the
time we spent together exploring Culver City was more fun than I've had in a long
time.But I'm smart enough to know if something feels to good too be true, it probably
is.I mean, Happily Ever Afters are just for fairy tales and romance novels ? right?
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE • Look for
special features inside. Join the Random House Reader’s Circle for author chats and more. In
boyhood, Louis Zamperini was an incorrigible delinquent. As a teenager, he channeled his
defiance into running, discovering a prodigious talent that had carried him to the Berlin
Olympics. But when World War II began, the athlete became an airman, embarking on a
journey that led to a doomed flight on a May afternoon in 1943. When his Army Air Forces
bomber crashed into the Pacific Ocean, against all odds, Zamperini survived, adrift on a
foundering life raft. Ahead of Zamperini lay thousands of miles of open ocean, leaping sharks,
thirst and starvation, enemy aircraft, and, beyond, a trial even greater. Driven to the limits of
endurance, Zamperini would answer desperation with ingenuity; suffering with hope, resolve,
and humor; brutality with rebellion. His fate, whether triumph or tragedy, would be suspended
on the fraying wire of his will. Appearing in paperback for the first time—with twenty arresting
new photos and an extensive Q&A with the author—Unbroken is an unforgettable testament to
the resilience of the human mind, body, and spirit, brought vividly to life by Seabiscuit author
Laura Hillenbrand. Hailed as the top nonfiction book of the year by Time magazine • Winner of
the Los Angeles Times Book Prize for biography and the Indies Choice Adult Nonfiction Book
of the Year award “Extraordinarily moving . . . a powerfully drawn survival epic.”—The Wall
Street Journal “[A] one-in-a-billion story . . . designed to wrench from self-respecting critics all
the blurby adjectives we normally try to avoid: It is amazing, unforgettable, gripping, harrowing,
chilling, and inspiring.”—New York “Staggering . . . mesmerizing . . . Hillenbrand’s writing is so
ferociously cinematic, the events she describes so incredible, you don’t dare take your eyes
off the page.”—People “A meticulous, soaring and beautifully written account of an
extraordinary life.”—The Washington Post “Ambitious and powerful . . . a startling narrative and
an inspirational book.”—The New York Times Book Review “Magnificent . . . incredible . . .
[Hillenbrand] has crafted another masterful blend of sports, history and overcoming terrific
odds; this is biography taken to the nth degree, a chronicle of a remarkable life lived through
extraordinary times.”—The Dallas Morning News “An astonishing testament to the superhuman
power of tenacity.”—Entertainment Weekly “A tale of triumph and redemption . . . astonishingly
detailed.”—O: The Oprah Magazine “[A] masterfully told true story . . . nothing less than a
marvel.”—Washingtonian “[Hillenbrand tells this] story with cool elegance but at a thrilling
sprinter’s pace.”—Time “Hillenbrand [is] one of our best writers of narrative history. You don’t
have to be a sports fan or a war-history buff to devour this book—you just have to love great
storytelling.”—Rebecca Skloot, author of The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks
Jealous of Alice and Kyô's feeling for each other, Mayura embraces the forces of the dark
nether world she is trapped in and ventures to use the negative power of the Maram Words.
Sibling rivalry reaches new heights when the Seno sisters are pitted against each other armed
with the power of words! -- VIZ Media
Amber and Jeanie, a pair of twin sisters, enroll in an Australian boarding school. But shortly
after school begins, the twins uncover a dark, mysterious secret: Students have been known to
walk off into the surrounding bushlands, where they have vanished completely, without a trace!
New maid Keiko Kinoshita enters the Ashida household under the guise of helping out, but
she's actually a spy for the vice president of Soichiro's company. As Sumi struggles to keep
her past a secret, will Keiko's insidious schemes destroy the couple? -- VIZ Media
National Book Award Winner, PEN America Award Winner, and New York Times Bestseller!
Perfect for fans of This Is Us, Robin Benway’s beautiful interweaving story of three very
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different teenagers connected by blood explores the meaning of family in all its forms—how to
find it, how to keep it, and how to love it. Being the middle child has its ups and downs. But for
Grace, an only child who was adopted at birth, discovering that she is a middle child is a
different ride altogether. After putting her own baby up for adoption, she goes looking for her
biological family, including— Maya, her loudmouthed younger bio sister, who has a lot to say
about their newfound family ties. Having grown up the snarky brunette in a house full of
chipper redheads, she’s quick to search for traces of herself among these not-quite-strangers.
And when her adopted family’s long-buried problems begin to explode to the surface, Maya
can’t help but wonder where exactly it is that she belongs. And Joaquin, their stoic older bio
brother, who has no interest in bonding over their shared biological mother. After seventeen
years in the foster care system, he’s learned that there are no heroes, and secrets and fears
are best kept close to the vest, where they can’t hurt anyone but him. Don't miss this moving
novel that addresses such important topics as adoption, teen pregnancy, and foster care.
Monster Their search for the celestial robes or "hagoromo" resumed, Aya and Yûhi transfer to
(yet another) new school. But, here, their problems are more serious than just making new
friends. Aki--or, should we say, the "Progenitor"--is on campus and making Aya's life hell. And
then there's a kind of actual hell itself, in the form of a beneath-school passageway, where
a...creature...is said to roam. Is there any truth to Aki's claim that the monster is the daughter of
a priest who made the grave error of angering a celestial maiden or "ten'nyo" hundreds of
years ago...? Speaking of ten'nyo, Aya has vowed to never release Ceres again. But Aki has
made his own vow...and he will claim Ceres--his woman--one way or the other.... -- VIZ Media
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER USA TODAY BESTSELLER NATIONAL INDIE
BESTSELLER THE WASHINGTON POST BESTSELLER Recommended by Entertainment
Weekly, Real Simple, NPR, Slate, and Oprah Magazine #1 Library Reads Pick—October 2020
#1 Indie Next Pick—October 2020 BOOK OF THE YEAR (2020) FINALIST—Book of The Month
Club A “Best Of” Book From: Oprah Mag * CNN * Amazon * Amazon Editors * NPR *
Goodreads * Bustle * PopSugar * BuzzFeed * Barnes & Noble * Kirkus Reviews * Lambda
Literary * Nerdette * The Nerd Daily * Polygon * Library Reads * io9 * Smart Bitches Trashy
Books * LiteraryHub * Medium * BookBub * The Mary Sue * Chicago Tribune * NY Daily News
* SyFy Wire * Powells.com * Bookish * Book Riot * Library Reads Voter Favorite * In the vein of
The Time Traveler’s Wife and Life After Life, The Invisible Life of Addie LaRue is New York
Times bestselling author V. E. Schwab’s genre-defying tour de force. A Life No One Will
Remember. A Story You Will Never Forget. France, 1714: in a moment of desperation, a
young woman makes a Faustian bargain to live forever—and is cursed to be forgotten by
everyone she meets. Thus begins the extraordinary life of Addie LaRue, and a dazzling
adventure that will play out across centuries and continents, across history and art, as a young
woman learns how far she will go to leave her mark on the world. But everything changes
when, after nearly 300 years, Addie stumbles across a young man in a hidden bookstore and
he remembers her name. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
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